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John 21. 1-14. Gone Fishing 
 

# photo 1 sea 

About ten years ago I was in Israel and had the chance of standing at least near the spot on Sea of 

Galilee where all this took place  

# photo 2 model of kind of boat disciples be fishing from based on one from 1
st
 c. found preserved in 

mud on shores  

 

Beautiful spot, little town of Tabgha just west of Capernaum. A quiet little place on the north shore of 

the sea of Galilee. 

# photo 3 

Remains of church of the loaves and fishes, with those in mosaic of the floor, reminder of the 

breakfast Jesus prepared that morning.  

And nearby where believed Peter lived statue of Peter.  

# photo 4  

 

All some distance from major town of Tiberias and still enough to hear water lapping at your feet, and 

in early morning the day dawns full of new beauty and possibility. Part of what John is telling us in 

this story. 

 

Why had they gone fishing? Well of course is the old saying “Give a man a fish and you will feed him 

for a day. Teach a man to fish and he will sit in a boat and drink beer all day.” True to my success rate 

in fishing. But why had these disciples gone back and returned to fishing? It’s a puzzle, and I suspect 

it was a puzzle for them too. Like half the thing Peter proposed in the gospel, it was probably a case of 

right motivation and wrong judgment. He wanted to get on with life. To do the next thing. This was 

the world, they knew. It would feel strange, going back to it, but they had families who needed 

looking after, who must have been bemused to have them back again after their leaving all to follow 

Jesus on this wild goose chase, and might well have been suggesting they should settle down and dog 

something sensible for a change. Like getting a real job and earning some money. 

 

But it didn’t work. They knew the sea. They were old hands most of them. They knew where the fish 

congregated, where you could normally find shoals. And as in the earlier fishing story found in Luke 

5 they worked all night and caught nothing. They also knew as fishermen do that if you don’t make a 

catch at night you’re far less likely to during the day. 

 

But just as dawn was breaking and the sky and sea were filling with colour, and they were stretching 

and shivering and feeling tired and ready for food and rest Jesus comes to them again. Like Mary in 

the garden they didn’t know it was him. But they soon did. A word of greeting followed by a word of 

command and the nets were filled. And like the two disciples who ended up sharing a meal with Jesus 

they knew in a flash who their newly arrived companion was. 

 

It might have been easier for Peter if, as happened on that occasion, Jesus had simply done his 

vanishing thing. But he didn’t. He stayed on the shore and waited for them to come in. Peter who 

longed to see Jesus again and clearly still had unfinished business with him, grabbed a cloak and leapt 

into the sea, once again following his first impulse, this time leaving the others to do the hard work of 

struggling with the overfull net. 

 

If it’s a puzzle working out why they went fishing, it could be a puzzle working out why John told this 

story. It seems to have been added after he had finished the first, and main draft of the book, with last 

couple of verses of previous chapt being a fitting conclusion. But seems to tell it partly it seems to set 

the scene for the almost ubearably terse dialogue between Jesus and Peter in the next few verses and 

following that the haunting question about the disciple Jesus loved. 

 

Jesus after all has given his followers a strange and striking commission in the previous chapter. They 

are to work for him. They are to be filled with God’s breath and be sent into the world as Jesus had 
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been. But if they try and do it their own way, they will fail. They will toil all night and take nothing. 

The only way is for them to admit failure and listen afresh to the voice of Jesus, and do what he says. 

Then there is no saying  what they will achieve. 

 

So here is my first reflection coming out of the first part of this story. Stand in your mind’s eye with 

the disciples in the boat. What projects have you been labouring over, and getting nowhere? How 

empty are your nets? Watch for the dawn. Watch for the figure on the shore. Listen for his voice. And 

then do whatever he tells you.  

 

And so to the next stage of this story. The other disciples eventually make it to land dragging their net 

behind them, the smell of a charcoal fire wafting through the chilly April air, and they look up to see 

Jesus there already grilling some of his own catch. Great after a long hard cold night, a hot breakfast 

already and waiting (interesting for those who think cooking is women’s work and the wife should 

have a hot meal waiting when the man arrives home from work). And they had caught a massive 

netfull: 153 in all – more than the nets would normally hold. Enough for breakfast for the whole 

village.  

 

But then comes an interesting little exchange. Jesus is already cooking fish and bread on this charcoal 

fire. He doesn’t need their catch. He is well capable of looking after himself – although exactly what 

needs his resurrected body has are way beyond at least my comprehension). John describing this 

scene, isn’t wasting words, filling up space, making sure he reaches his world limit. John never pads 

out his stories. He is telling us something, something about working under Jesus direction, about the 

relation of our work to his.  

 

It is dreadfully easy for Christian workers to get the impression that we’ve got to do it all. God, we 

imagine, is waiting passively for us to get on with things. If we don’t organise it, it won’t happen. If 

we don’t tell people the good news they won’t hear it. If we don’t change the world, it won’t be 

changed. “He has no hands but our hands” I used to be told – and sometimes still have it implied. 

 

What a load of rubbish. Whose hands made the sun rise this morning? Whose breath guided us to 

think, and pray, and love and hope? Who is the Lord of the world, anyway? We may be given the holy 

spirit to empower us to engage in Jesus’ work in the world but the holy breath is not independent of 

the Christ who breathes it out or the sovereign God, creator and sustainer of all things. Neither the 

institutional church or its individual members can upstage it’s Christ. Jesus welcomes Peter’s catch 

and asks him to bring some of it, but he doesn’t, in that sense, need it. 

 

Of course we are to work hard. Of course we are to be organised. Of course there is no excuse for 

laziness, sloppiness, half heartedness of the kingdom of God. It it is God’s work we are doing, God’s 

mission we are engaged in, we must do it with all our ability. But let’s have no nonsense about it all 

being up to us, about poor old Jesus being unable to do lift a finger unless we lift it for him. In fact 

were are much more likely to work effectively for what God is really doing in this world, once we get 

rid of that egocentric and paranoia inducing notion. Jesus remains sovereign and thank God for that. 

 

Once again, as when Jesus emerged through the locked doors of the upper room, there is a moment 

when our spines tingle. None of the disciples dared ask him, “Who are you?” They knew it was 

the Lord. Why did they not want to ask? They had been with Jesus night and day for 2 or 3 years, and 

they wanted to ask who he was? You might as well wake up your own spouse one morning and ask 

them who they are. If they didn’t know Jesus by now they never would. 

 

And yet! The sentence only makes sense if Jesus is, as well as being the same, somehow different. No 

source mentions what he was wearing – sometimes…... No source describes his face. Somehow he 

had passed through death, and into a strange new world where nobody had ever been before, and 

nobody has yet been since – though we are promised we shall join him there eventually. Because 

Jesus body was now no longer subject to decay or death. What might that have been like? 
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We have no means of knowing. We are in the same position that someone in the 16
th
 c. say would 

have been in if they had been shown a blackberry logging onto the internet and a photo of a baby just 

born say in Canada. They hadn’t got electricity in those days, let alone microchips or satellite 

communication. The difference between our bodies and Jesus risen body is like that only more so. 

Very important to always remember when we are talking about Jesus and Easter it is resurrection that 

has happened and not resuscitation. Been plenty of resuscitations since (and before) but no other 

resurrections. It is a whole new world. Not magic. Not ghostly. It’s real, but very very different. And 

again God help us if we ever imagine that our normal every day world is the sum total of all that there 

is. What a dull, flat, boring idea – problem with many sceptics and atheists. Can’t imagine there might 

be anything beyond what their tiny minds can understand. As Mark Twain once wrote “You can’t 

depend on your eyes when your imagination is out of focus.”  

 

We must always be ready to be surprised by God. They were, that spring morning, the 3
rd

 time they 

saw Jesus after the resurrection. Perhaps another reason John chose to add this chapter was to tell a 3
rd

 

resurrection story to complete a kind of perfection. They were surprised by the huge catch. And again 

does John see some symbolic value in the in the 153 fish. Maybe and commentators have found all 

kinds of ingenious ways of making the number symbolise something, most commonly the 

completeness of the catch the disciples will make when the take the gospel into all the world. Which 

even if it is the case doesn’t mean there were never 153 fish, as with almost everything John says 

there are many different levels of meaning.  

 

They were surprised by Jesus himself. And they were surprised we may suppose at themselves. Who 

were they? What were doing? What was to happen next on this journey with a God who raises the 

dead? And we should also be ready to be surprised by God, because when God ceases to surprise us, 

when we think we have God all locked up in a box, all sorted out and under control, is the moment we 

have ceased to do business with God. That is the meaning of Easter. God cannot be kept in a box, 

stored in a tomb closed by a rock, limited to our tiny understanding of what is possible. God is always 

likely to turn up unexpected, break in some new way, surprise us when we least expect it. Night is 

never the end, however dark it may seem, a new day is always waiting to dawn with God.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


